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Software support for environmental evidence
synthesis
Evidence-based environmental management is being hindered by difficulties in locating, interpreting and
synthesizing relevant information among vast scientific outputs. But software developments that allow enhanced
collation and sharing of data will help.

Martin J. Westgate, Neal R. Haddaway, Samantha H. Cheng, Emma J. McIntosh, Chris Marshall
and David B. Lindenmayer

E

cological research is central to
ensuring the provision of societal
needs, from carbon abatement to
averting biodiversity loss1. The number
of publications in this area has increased
enormously in recent years, yet this research
is not always used to improve environmental
management or policy2. This ‘researchimplementation gap’ is sustained by many
factors, including restricted access to
scientific research outside academia3, a
lack of flexible decision-making structures4
and mismatches between management and
scientific priorities5. A key step towards
bridging the research-implementation gap
is to gather insight from the entire body of
available evidence to ensure that scientific
advice is as consistent and accurate as
possible2. This requires evidence synthesis:
work by individuals or teams that takes
scientific outputs (articles and reports) and
uses them to understand the effectiveness of
an intervention in a range of contexts6.
Unfortunately, evidence synthesis is
becoming increasingly difficult as the
scientific literature continues to expand.
In medicine, for example, the average
systematic review takes five people 67 weeks
to conduct7. We argue that the effort needed
to locate, interpret and synthesize scientific
information is so great that it requires a new
term: the synthesis gap (Fig. 1). This gap
manifests as policy-relevant information
being lost in a sea of websites, reports and
peer-reviewed articles8. If this problem
is not resolved, there is significant risk of
wasting effort and money by duplicating
research and failing to capitalize on global
investments in environmental science8.
Evidence synthesis is undergoing
methodological changes that — if more
broadly adopted — will help to close
the synthesis gap, even accounting for
future increases in publication rates.
Developments in software support (and
particularly machine learning) that enable
the rapid sorting of large quantities of
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Fig. 1 | The synthesis gap. a, A simple model of science–policy interactions might present the
‘implementation space’ as the region where scientific information and policy concerns overlap.
b, In practice, however, resolving poor communication between policymakers and scientists
(the research-implementation gap) depends on a process for collapsing primary scientific information
into relevant evidence, which we describe as the synthesis gap. This synthesis gap becomes increasingly
difficult to bridge as the volume of scientific literature increases.

scientific information have the potential
to revolutionize the synthesis process. For
example, text-mining approaches have
been used to distinguish between relevant
and irrelevant papers during the literature
sorting process, reducing effort by between
30% and more than 90% relative to manual
sorting9,10. Yet these methods are still rarely
used. Topic models have only recently
been advocated for investigating free text
in ecology and evolution11, for example,
despite 15 years of testing in computer
science12. This implies that many scientists
are unaware of the software tools that
are available, and how best to apply them
during synthesis projects. Consequently,
scientists are wasting effort, time and
money on research synthesis projects that
could be made cheaper and more efficient
by the adoption of recent technological
advancements (Table 1). Here we discuss

five actions that are important for future
attempts to bridge the synthesis gap.

Better validation of software tools

The speed with which new computational
tools are being developed makes it difficult
for users to determine their reliability and
utility for synthesis projects13. This could
be addressed by research to validate and
compare existing software tools10; such
validation also minimizes the risk of new
tools introducing new forms of bias. For
example, text-mining approaches are
associated with a risk of missing up to 5%
of relevant studies (only 95% recall) when
compared with manual screening processes9.
Yet most papers tend to introduce new
approaches rather than evaluate existing
methods10. Scientists that use text mining
during systematic reviews, for example,
rarely report sufficient information to
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Table 1 | Emerging methods for rigorous and efficient research synthesis
Stage

Problem

Description

Solution

Planning

Planning workflow

Large numbers of software tools are available, but their
relative strengths and weaknesses are unclear

Online databases of relevant tools15

Searching

Data collection

Sources of ‘grey literature’ such as organizational
websites often lack convenient download functions

Web scraping27

Search record extraction

Downloading information from academic databases is
slow and labour-intensive

No user-based solution: provider-dependent

Incomplete search results

Downloading information from academic databases is
slow and labour-intensive

Semantic analysis of key texts to locate additional
search terms (synonyms)

Duplicates

Same content repeated many times in the dataset
because of multiple databases searched

Duplicate detection algorithms28

Classification

Need for overview of broad trends to ensure only
relevant topics are included

Simple machine-learning approaches such as
topic modelling11

Screening

Synthesis

Inclusion of irrelevant material Non-target subjects included in search results

Dynamic classification using machine learning21

Locating full text articles

Download of full-text documents often requires manual
searching and downloading

Built in to some software platforms29. Limited by
copyright and access issues

Data extraction

Information located in a combination of text, tables and
figures, requiring manual checking

Automated image and natural language
processing30,31

Meta-analysis

Appropriate statistical models, methods and workflows
can be complex, particularly for new users

Many tools available29,32

Data visualization

Presenting complex data for broad audiences is difficult

Open source/access to data. Interactive diagrams,
such as evidence atlases, heat maps and
visualizations8

managed projects such as Wikipedia provide
another model that could be adapted for
listing software options and their relative
strengths and weaknesses.

be capitalized on much more effectively
with more open sharing of outputs from
evidence synthesis projects, and existing
infrastructure such as the systematic review
data repository (https://srdr.ahrq.gov) could
be used to enable this.

replicate their approach, or to evaluate
software performance14.

Rapid communication of novel methods

Research to validate new software tools
will not reduce the synthesis gap unless it
is combined with a mechanism for rapid,
independent confirmation and publication
of validation results. This is challenging
as there are no widely agreed-upon
standards for testing synthesis tools, and no
organization capable of routinely providing
that service. At present organizations such
as the Collaboration for Environmental
Evidence and the Campbell and Cochrane
Collaborations for social welfare and
healthcare, respectively, act as arbiters of
which tools and workflows are deemed
‘rigorous’ for producing systematic reviews
and systematic maps13. These organizations
are not equipped for independent validation,
nor should they be expected to regulate
new methods, given that they are composed
largely of volunteer researchers. In the
short term, a practical solution may be to
establish special interest groups who become
responsible for evaluating the evidence
supporting (or refuting) the use of new
software tools. An alternative is to rely
on more flexible methods of community
involvement to screen methods. For
example, directories such as the Systematic
Review Toolbox15 can be valuable for
locating relevant software. Community-

Broader adoption of open science

The continued development of software
tools will require greater collaboration
between developers and users. For example,
the core task of sorting articles into
relevant and irrelevant categories is highly
amenable to machine-learning solutions
(by developers), yet the best way to validate
these tools is to compare their performance
against human decisions (provided by
users)16. A properly managed evidencesynthesis process generates an enormous
amount of information on the sequence of
practitioners’ decisions, including which
articles are included in the review, what
data are contained within selected articles,
and at which screening stage material is
deemed irrelevant and excluded from
consideration. However, there is currently
no standard format for storing or sharing
data of this kind. Nor is there a general
appreciation of the enormous value of
such data for improving research synthesis
methods (such as training machine-learning
algorithms), despite similar information
(such as search protocols or the list of final
included articles) being routinely supplied
during the systematic review process.
New technological developments could

Testing the need for article census

Systematic review guidelines typically
advocate that all relevant studies must be
included for the conclusions of that review
to be valid17, a condition that could hinder
the wider adoption of new software tools.
Research from healthcare has shown that
the effect of a single extra study on the
conclusions of a review can depend on both
the statistical power of the added study18,
and the extent of variability in the specified
response variable between studies19. Further,
there have been cases where a single
new study has materially affected review
outcomes (or the degree of confidence in
that review)20, suggesting that completeness
of the evidence base can be important in
some instances. Without more research it
is impossible to know whether these cases
are common or rare, and thus whether a
complete census of scientific evidence is
worth the effort in all instances, or whether
it is ever acceptable to use simpler search
protocols and risk missing some articles
during evidence synthesis projects. Certainty
on this question would help synthesists to
make informed decisions about the effort
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needed to complete new reviews (or update
old reviews) while accounting for trade-offs
in cost and reliability.

Improved article-level metadata

The current system of scientific publication
is highly inefficient for research synthesis,
as it generates science that is inconsistently
stored and indexed. Locating scientific
articles by keyword-based searching is
particularly laborious because it returns a
large amount of irrelevant information21,
and this leads to enormous increases in
the cost of bridging the synthesis gap22.
Furthermore, there are limits to how
much more efficient academic databases
can become at locating relevant material
without investment in more effective tools
(such as thesauri) to navigate documents
that incorporate considerable linguistic
variability and complexity23. Organizations
such as the Collaboration for Environmental
Evidence could consider advocating for
change in the way articles are presented, for
example, by providing systems for enhanced
data and metadata storage. Alternatively,
there is the potential to establish open
databases that collate published information
in a rich yet systematic way, a goal that is
already being attempted in some groups and
subsets of the literature — Semantic Scholar
is one example24.

Conclusions

The establishment of peer-reviewed
protocols for systematic reviews in the
healthcare and environment fields, and
elsewhere, was motivated by the need
to transparently, comprehensively and
repeatably synthesize the evidence bases
for particular policies or management
actions2. These principles now need to be
applied to the process of synthesis itself, to
further entrench evidence-based practice
in research synthesis. Although testing
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and adopting new methods will take
time, it does not constitute a fundamental
change in research practice, because this
field has always been progressive. Further,
these software tools will only become
more important as the rate of scientific
publication continues to increase. Indeed,
low uptake of tools for locating, interpreting
and classifying scientific information
has been described as a major barrier to
the wider adoption of evidence-based
conservation3,25,26. Practical solutions to this
problem depend on greater uptake of open
science principles, and a new culture of
working together to build a firm evidence
base for best practice in evidence synthesis. ❐
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